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I  BASIC DATA 
  

A  Report data 
 

Report date Date of report: November 2018 

Mission date (if field mission) From:  1 November 2018  To:  8 November 2018  

 

B  Responsible Bank staff 
 

Positions At approval At completion 

Regional Director Mr. Jacob Kolster, Director, ORNA M. El Azizi 

Country Manager Mr. K. Kushiram Ms. Blomberg 

Sector Director  Stefan Nalletamby 

Sector Manager  Kalif Mohamed 

Task Manager Mr. Robert Zegers, Budibunene Ngandu 

Alternate Task 

Manager 

NA NA 

PCR Team Leader   Budibunene Ngandu 

PCR Team Members   Mrs. Aliaa Soliman , Consultant 

 

C  Project data 
 

Project name: FRANCHISING SECTOR SUPPORT PROGRAM (FSSP) 

Project code: P-EG-K00-003  Instrument number(s): 2000130003730 

Project type: Line of Credit (LOC)- senior 

loan  

Sector: Commercial and Retail Services (Franchising) 

Country: Egypt  Environmental categorization (1-3): 3 

Processing milestones – Bank approved 

financing only (add/delete rows depending 

on the number of financing sources) 

Key Events (Bank approved financing 

only) 

Disbursement and closing dates (Bank 

approved financing only) 

Financing source/ instrument1: AFDB LOC Financing source/ instrument1: AFDB LOC Financing source/ instrument1: AFDB LOC 

Date approved: February 25, 2009 Cancelled amounts: USD 11,659,176.00 Original disbursement deadline: June 15th, 

2015  

Date signed: May 28, 2009  Supplementary financing: TA Grant  Original closing date: December 31st , 2015   

Date of entry into force: June 14, 2010 Restructuring (specify date & amount 

involved) 

Revised (if applicable) disbursement deadline: 

June 15th, 2017  

Date effective for 1st disbursement:  

October 12th, 2011 

Extensions (specify dates): 

1st extension date: December 30th, 2016 2nd 

2nd Extension date: December 15th, 2017 

Revised (if applicable) closing date: December 

15th, 2017  
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Date of actual 1st disbursement: October 

12th, 2011 

 

  

Financing source/ instrument2: NA  Financing source/ instrument2: Financing source/ instrument2: 

Date approved: NA  Cancelled amounts: NA Original disbursement deadline: NA 

Date signed: NA Supplementary financing: NA Original closing date: NA 

Date of entry into force: NA Restructuring (specify date & amount 

involved): NA 

Revised (if applicable) disbursement 

deadline: NA 

Date effective for 1st disbursement: NA Extensions (specify dates): NA Revised (if applicable) closing date: NA 

Date of actual 1st disbursement: NA   

Financing source/instrument (add/delete 

rows depending on the number of financing 

sources): 

Disbursed amount 

(amount, USD): 

Percentage 

disbursed (%):  

Undisbursed 

amount (USD UA): 

Percentage 

undisbursed (%):  

Financing source/ instrument1: AFDB LOC 28,340,824.00 71% 11,659,179.00 29%  

Financing source/ instrument2: NA  N/a N/a N/a N/a 

Government: Egypt  N/a N/a N/a N/a 

Other (e.g. co-financiers). Add rows as needed  

NA  

N/a N/a N/a N/a 

TOTAL     

Financing source/instrument (add/delete 

rows depending on the number of financing 

sources): 

Committed amount 

(USD): 

Percentage 

committed (%):  

Uncommitted 

amount (USD 

,UA): 

Percentage 

uncommitted (%):  

Financing source/ instrument1: AFDB - LOC 18.159.025.00 64 % 10,181,799.00 36%  

Financing source/ instrument2:  N/a N/a N/a N/a 

Government: Egypt  N/a N/a N/a N/a 

Other (e.g. co-financiers). Add rows as 

needed.  
N/a N/a N/a N/a 

TOTAL     

Co-financiers and other external partners: Not applicable – single source  

Executing and implementing agency (ies): Micro, Small and Medium Development Agency (MSMEDA – ex. Social Fund for 
Development SFD)  

 

D  Management review and comments 
 

Report reviewed by Name Date reviewed Comments 

Country Manager    

Sector Manager    

Regional Director (as chair of Country Team)    

Sector Director    

 

 II  Project performance assessment 
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A  Relevance 
 

1. Relevance of project development objective 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment (max 250 words) 

3 The African Development Bank (AFDB) extended in 2009 a US$40 million Line-of-Credit (LOC) (the "Franchise Sector 
Support Project" - FSSP) to MSMEDA (previously known as SFD- Social Fund for Development) to help finance small-scale 
franchise concepts and assist in creating jobs. The LOC was complemented by a Grant for US$950,000 for technical 
assistance financed from the AFDB Fund for African Private Sector Assistance (FAPA) in line with its Private Sector 
Development (PSD) strategy. The general objective of the FSSP was to strengthen the MSMEDA's capacity, to contribute 
to Private Sector Development (PSD) in Egypt by addressing the financing needs in the sector. The purpose of the Grant 
was to assist FSSP LOC in raising awareness and educating the Egyptian market on best practices in the franchising 
industry as well as building capacities of local institutions and stakeholders with a view to establishing ethical and strong 
franchise concepts, thereby creating a lower-risk, lower cost market entry for entrepreneurs and MSMEs and hence 
creating jobs. Development objectives (DO’s) are clearly expressed, relevant, well-timed, and reached the intended 
beneficiaries.  DO’s accord well with the Government of Egypt’s National Development Plan (2007 – 2011); National MSE 
Strategy (2009 – 2013); Egypt Vision 2022; and 10-Point Action Plan.  The 10-Point Action Plan’s objectives include: PSD; 
promotion of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) including franchising; reduced unemployment; and improved 
financial intermediation capacity to target SMEs.  DO’s are consistent with AFDB’s Private Sector Strategy for Egypt 
(2005), which recognizes the important role played by the MSMEDA in MSME development. The project embodies 
objectives stated in AFDB’s Country Strategy Paper (CSP) for Egypt (2007 – 2011), with emphasis on SME growth.  A 
cornerstone of the CSP is the promotion of PSD through direct lending to viable projects and the provision of LOCs to 
financial institutions for on-lending to private investors. This was achieved through the LOC, which AfDB extended to 
MSMEDA.  The project (loan and grant) created the necessary technical and financial comfort for MSMEDA and partner 
financing institutions to support and promote franchising in Egypt. DO’s are also well aligned with the Enhanced Private 
Sector Assistance in Africa (EPSA) initiative, with regard to the development and support of MSMEs. 

* For all ratings in the PCR use the following scale:  4 (Highly satisfactory), 3 (Satisfactory), 2 (Unsatisfactory), 1 (Highly unsatisfactory) 

 
2. Relevance of project design 

 

Rating* Narrative assessment (max 250 words) 

3 FSSP was designed to promote franchising in Egypt as an effective business strategy for private sector development and 
SME growth. The project has two interlinked components: (i) debt financing through a USD 40 million LoC channeled  
through MSMEDA to local financial institutions (FIs) and onward to franchisees; (ii) capacity building component financed 
through a Grant to support  MESMEDA  Franchising Unit, and with subsequent support to franchisors and other 
stakeholders to ensure that sound franchise concepts are developed and successfully applied to the Egyptian context. 
The original design of the project was undertaken in 2007/8 , while implementation and disbursement only started in 
2011, subsequent to the 2011 revolution and its aftermath. During that period the socio-economic and political context 
in Egypt had dramatically changed.  This directly impacted the activities of loan disbursement as market conditions, 
economic indicators and business environment has totally changed the risk appetite of SMEs as well for FI to participate 
in new financial concept during such time. However, and despite slow disbursement rates at the beginning, the medium-
term objective of the FSSP to establish solid local financial instruments and collaborative structures that address the 
current gaps in the franchising market was achieved.  
Project was soundly designed to achieve the desired results through introducing first the Grant Component first followed 
by the LOC to ensure creating awareness in the market. The original design of the FSSP LOC was appropriate and 
remained suitable throughout the project’s implementation. However, delays in the disbursement of the Grant resulted 
in the fact that both Loan and Grant were disbursed simultaneously.  Necessary adjustments, particularly extension of 
LoC, were introduced during implementation due to market changes and economic conditions. These were carried out in 
a timely manner, ensuring that intended outcomes and outputs were achieved. Stakeholders showed flexibility during 
the implementation of the project. The original plan accounted for including up to 10 financial institutions (FI) to partner 
with MSMEDA to on-lend funds to end-beneficiaries. At a later stage, during the project’s formative phase, it was agreed 
that only 3 PFIs would be sufficient, given the fact that the number of franchisee loans would be small.  It was felt that 
absorption of the USD40 million LOC would be more easily achieved through focused collaboration with a limited number 
of motivated FIs. Furthermore, given the need for intensive capacity building for participating FIs on ethical franchising 
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from the start, a concentrated effort on a few FIs was believed more appropriate than ad-hoc capacity building to a larger 
number. Also awareness raising in the market was also needed which was introduced through the Grant Component.  
It is worth mentioning that the market absorption capacity of the total value of the LOC was further impacted by the 
devaluation of the Egyptian pound which occurred in 2016 and resulted in the Ex-rate of USD/EGP increasing from 
8.5EGP to 17.9 EGP.     

 
3. Lessons learned related to relevance 

 

Key issues  
(max 5, add rows as needed) 

Lessons learned Target audience 

1. Selection of initial key 
performance indicators 
(KPIs) for new or novel 
concepts. 

1. The introduction of franchise financing was largely without precedent in 
Egypt.  Some of the selected KPIs and attendant time frames have proven to 
be too ambitious.  The novelty of the concept, the changed market conditions 
at time of implementation and hence the required timeframe allocation and 
market absorption capacity should have taken into consideration that 
additional time was needed to successfully introduce new or novel concepts to 
markets, when KPIs and other targets are being formulated.  

1. AfDB 

2. Updating of KPIs once 
projects are underway. 

2. KPIs for the FSSP were initially developed in 2008.  KPIs have not been 
revisited since the project was implemented; notwithstanding the passage of 
approximately 6 years and the change in the prevailing market conditions.  It is 
recommended that KPIs should be revisited regularly once projects are 
operational, to ensure their continued relevance.  This could be incorporated 
into regular Project Supervision Reports and Mid-Term Reviews. 

2. AfDB/MESMEDA, FAPA 

3- Introducing the Grant 
prior to the LOC would 
ensure creating needed 
market awareness and 
building up needs.      

3.The FSSP was originally designed to introduce the Grant component prior to 
LOC but due to unforeseen delays in approvals both were introduced at the 
same time. This has resulted in delays in creating the needed market 
awareness and building up PFI knowhow, which impacted the market 
absorption capacity.   

3. AfDB/MESMEDA, FAPA 

   

 

B  Effectiveness 
 

1. Progress towards the project’s development objective (project purpose) 
 

Comments 

Provide a brief description of the Project (components) and the context in which it was designed and implemented. State the project 

development objective (usually the project purpose as set out in the RLF) and assess progress. Unanticipated outcomes should also be 

accounted for, as well as specific reference of gender equality in the project . The consistency of the assumptions that link the di fferent 

levels of the results chain in the RLFshould also be considered.  Indicative max length: 400 words.  

The project was undertaken within the context of Egypt being the second-largest franchising market in Africa.  There are significant 
opportunities for franchise development; but also major constraints.  These include: lack of awareness of the proper concept of 
franchising , incorrect application of the franchise concept with disproportionate control by franchisors over franchisees; skills gaps; 
and access to finance. The project seeks to promote franchising as a successful SME business model, by removing or mitigating 
identified constraints, and building required institutional capacity (through the Grant component) as well as providing needed 
sources of finance (through the LOC).   
Despite delays, which largely could not have been foreseen during project design as they were mainly related to the Arab Spring and 
the 3-year post revolution transition phase, sound progress has been made in meeting DO’s, including the medium-term SME lending 
targets. The  main program components and the relevant sub-components of the FSSP FAFA TA grant have been duly completed. 
Assumptions linking different levels of the result-based log frame matrix (RBLF) are consistent and well considered at time of design.  
The project framework provides for gender equality, as evidenced by indicators dealing with loans to franchise enterprises, and 
franchisee outreach.  Even though the project was officially launched in December 2010, the 25 January 2011 Revolution and 
subsequent events of political and economic instability resulted in the delays of implementation.  Impacts on the project were 
extensive, including: loss of continuity and difficulties in implementing needed awareness raising activities. In addition, investor 
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confidence has deteriorated negatively impacting the franchise concept roll-outs.  This translated to extremely slow roll-out of the 
on-lending activities by MSMEDA and its partner financing institutions (PFIs) to end-beneficiaries during the period 2011/12 to 
2015/6. In 2014, Egypt introduced structural reform, and the economy started recovery which has positively impacted disbursement 
and market absorption for the LOC and had positive impact on economic indicators. 
However,  and due to the devaluation of the Egyptian pound which occurred in 2016 and resulted in the Ex-rate of USD/EGP 
increasing from 8.5EGP to 17.9 EGP, the total value of the LOC in EGP was almost doubled and the market absorption capacity of the 
remaining balance of the  LOC  could not be disbursed during the remaining timeframe , despite availability of pipeline projects fitting 
the project requirements and conditions.  

 
2. Outcome reporting 

 

Outcome 
indicators (as per 

RLF;  add more rows 
as needed) 

Baseline 
value (2010 ) 

Most recent 
value  

(A) 2018  

End target (B)  

(expected value 
at project 

completion) 

Progress 
towards 

target  
(% realized) 

(A/B) 

Narrative assessment  
(indicative max length: 50 words per outcome) 

Core 
Sector 

Indicator 
(Yes/No) 

Number of viable 
franchise SMEs 
created 

66 outlets  1425 
franchisees 
established  

375 
franchisee 

outlets 

380% 1425 franchisees have been established, 
through the direct financing provided by 
MSMEDA (FSSP).  These franchisees were 
established drawing on MSMEDA finance 
since the involvement of AFD in small-scale 
franchising as of the signature of the LOC.  
MSMEDA (ex. SFD) had previously utilized 
its own resources, under the auspices of 
general SME lending (rather than franchise-
specific lending) prior to FSSP.  Such lending 
occurred prior to May 2012, when AfDB 
approval for Direct Lending was given. 
Further 514 franchisees have been 
established, where MSMEDA provided 
advisory services, and franchisors self-
financed franchise network expansion.   

Yes 

Number of 
support 
stakeholders 
actively assisting 
franchisors and 
franchisees 

2 
stakeholders:   

(EFDA and 
Commercial 
International 
Bank [CIB])  

• 3 FIs actively 
supporting 
franchising 
sector,  

• 3 agreements 
signed 

• EFDA, 
AmCham EJB 
and EBI,  

• 15 
accountants,  

• 23 lawyers 

• 25 franchisee 
concepts 
supported  

• Loans provided 
to 1425 
franchisees, 
with only one 
client with 
arears  

 

•  Min. 2 FIs, 2 
consulting 
firms, 2 
lawyers, EFDA 
and SFD 
actively 
participate in 
the program  

• Min. 2 
agreements 
established  

• Loans 
provided to 
375 
franchisees, 
with < 2% NPL 
portfolio   

380% MSMEDA cooperation with EFDA (Egyptian 
Franchise Development Agency) is ongoing 
and flourishing to support franchising. CIB’s 
franchise lending program did not continue 
beyond its launch (prior to the launch of the 
FSSP). Three new FIs were introduced to 
the concept (National Bank of Egypt, 
Industrial Development Bank of Egypt and 
Audi Bank) and agreements were signed 
and fulfilled.  
Total number of loans disbursed reached 
1425 loan with only one identified loan 
showing arears.  
Outreach to accountants and lawyers was 
established through training in cooperation 
with the AmCham and EJB to deliver to 
various entities, including 15 accountants 
and 25 franchisors.   
In addition, the Egyptian Junior Business 
Association (EJB) actively participated in 
awareness raising and promoting 
small-scale franchising as a business models 
through 8 workshops attended in average 
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by 25 participants as well as hosting jointly 
with SFD and AFDB the Franchise Expo a 
specialized franchising exhibition targeting 
entrepreneurs and small businesses.  
3 PFIs are actively supporting the 
franchising sector.  SFD’s Direct Lending unit 
extended SFD’s first franchise-related direct 
loan in July 2014 and have two new clients 
in the pipelines.  

Number of Direct 
and indirect jobs 

created  
Number of viable 

franchise SMEs 

created   
Women 

entrepreneurs 

supported  
 

NA  • 5,700 direct 
jobs created  

• 1425 SME 
loans to 
franchise 
enterprises, of 
which 48% are 
women 
entrepreneurs  

 

• 7,500 jobs  

• 375 SME 
loans to 
franchise 
enterprises, of 
which 35% are 
women 
entrepreneurs  

 

76% 
380% 
137% 

Total number of loans disbursed reached 
1425 loan  
The total number of direct jobs created is 
around 5700 permanent jobs. However, the 
number of seasonal and indirect jobs 
created is expected to surpass the target 
number, however it is very difficult to 
account for them as PFIs don’t have time 
and capacity to gather such data and end-
beneficiaries are reluctant to share this 
data.  
The percentage of women entrepreneurs’ 
accounts for 48% of the disbursed loans 
being owned and managed by women. 

Yes  

Enhanced 

management and 

operational  
knowledge  
 

 • Management 
skills of 20 
lawyers ,15 
accountants,15 
consultants 
enhanced 

• Management 
skills of 20 
judges and 
prosecutors, 
20 lawyers ,15 
accountants, 
15 consultants 
enhanced 

80% Outreach to accountants and lawyers was 
established through training in cooperation 
with the Am Cham to deliver to various 
entities, including 15 accountants, 20 
lawyers and 15 consultants.  
However, training to the judges and 
prosecutors was not achieved due to 
prevailing social and political conditions 
prevailing during the earlier stages of 
implementations.  

Yes 

Development of 
the web portal 
Franchise Egypt  

NA NA  64 member 
(11 service 

provider & 3 
FI) 47 

franchisor  

 Franchise Egypt has been developed as a 
web portal in Egypt under the brand name 
“Franchise Egypt”, providing a platform for 
matchmaking for franchisor, franchisee, 
service providers (e.g. Lawyer, accountant, 
consultant & FI). The portal is witnessing 
considerable traffic (15000-page views, 
6700 users,). It is user-friendly and can also 
accommodate advertising. This portal 
would contribute to PSD by addressing the 
matchmaking constrains by providing an 
easy and accessible tool.   

Yes  

       

Rating* (see IPR 

methodology) 
Narrative assessment  

3 Links within the results chain (i.e. within and between activities, outputs and intended outcomes) were found to be 
largely valid.  The programme has surpassed several progress targets (number of viable franchise SMEs created; and 
percentage of gender allocation).  Regarding the number of jobs created, these were accounted for direct 
permanent jobs created. It was difficult to accurately assess the number of seasonal jobs as well as indirect jobs 
created, as MESMEDA did not provide data for indirect job creation and only maintains such data for loan direct 
jobs created. Even then, it is expected that the number of seasonal and indirect jobs would be equal to permanent 
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jobs created.  SFD has made considerable progress toward the attainment of the third progress target (evidence of 
active stakeholder support to franchisors and franchisees).  Though the grant had witnessed delays which could not 
have been foreseen during the design phase, the last three months of the grant life-time has witnessed admirable 
activities and outreach to several stakeholders, including providing capacity building to local FI’s, conducting a study 
tour to South Africa with the main objective of sharing and exchanging experiences of franchise lending and getting 
acquainted with the application of franchise lending techniques.     

 
3. Output reporting 

 

Output indicators 
(as specified in the RLF; 
add more rows as 
needed) 

Most recent 
value  
(2018) 

End target (B)  

(expected value at 
project 

completion) 

Progress 
towards target  

(% realized) 
(A/B) 

Narrative assessment  
(indicative max length: 50 words per output) 

Core 
Sector 

Indicator 
(Yes/No) 

Number of 
franchisors assisted 

19 franchisors 
have been 

assisted 
through 

training and 
consultancy 

25 franchisors 
assisted 
through 

training and 
consultancy by 
year 3 (2012) 

and 50 by year 
5 (2014) 

100% The true extent of SFD’s assistance to franchisors 
is probably understated, as SFD has aided more 
than 50 franchisors at the end of the project, 
although not all of these have drawn on finance 
under the FSSP framework.  SFD is encouraged 
to track this indicator more closely, to more 
accurately reflect the extent of assistance 
provided (non-financial in nature as this could be 
built upon)  

Yes 

A strong portfolio 
of franchisee SMEs 
(< 2% NPL portfolio)   

Less the 2% 
NPL 

Only one client 
showing 
arrears  

100% The total portfolio of franchisee SMEs has 
proven strong with only one client of 1425 
showing arrears in repayment.  
 

Yes  

Extension of 
business loans to 
around 375 
franchisee 
entrepreneurs  

 

1425 
franchisees 

loans extended   

1425 
franchisees 

entrepreneurs 
extended  

380% Total number of loans disbursed reach 1425 loan 
with only one identified loan showing arears. 
This is the direct result of well-established 
support mechanism for the franchising sector  
 

 

Establishing Locally 
viable support 
mechanisms for 
the franchising 
sector, combining 
finance, BDS and 
information.  

 

NA  NA   The FSSP, through both LOC and Grant 
component managed to establish a sustainable 
support mechanism for the franchising sector. 
The well-established Franchising sector with the 
MESMEDA has built up relations with several 
existing bodies including EFDA, Am Cham, EBI 
and EJB. Through these channels ongoing 
support and awareness raising to the business 
sector as well as capacity building can be 
provided.    

 

      

Rating* (see IPR 

methodology) 
Narrative assessment  

3 The programme surpassed several of its performance targets (number of loans granted, percentage of women 
entrepreneurs assisted), where outreach targets were surpassed.  Having said that: it was not always possible 
to assess the project’s job-created effects, particularly in relation to indirect and seasonal jobs data was not 
readily provided by all beneficiaries.  The programme successfully acquitted another output (Baseline Survey 
and Franchise Census), which is probably one of the most important items to emerge from the FAPA FSSP TA 
Grant.  The Census Report is an excellent tool.  FSSP has drawn and will continue to draw heavily on the survey, 
going forward. It is recommended that this study is updated to capture the changes which have occurred in the 
market over the past years and the changes in the landscape of the Franchise and its development in the post 
25 January 2011 and subsequent events. One of important output of the FSSP is impact crated at the level of 
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the PFI : the impact surpassed the on-lending component benefits to include awareness raising of the concept 
of franchising and capacity building to bank employees. This is not reflected in the RBLF.  Had an updated KPIs 
been captured in the project’s RBLF, it could have received a higher (i.e. 100%) progress rating.   
The newly developed web portal is another important outcome from the FAPA FSSP TA Grant, providing a 
platform for matchmaking for franchisor, franchisee, service providers (e.g. Lawyer, accountant, consultant & 
FI). This portal would contribute to PSD by addressing the matchmaking constrains by providing an easy and 
accessible tool.   

 
4. Development Objective (DO) rating 

 

DO rating  (derived from 

updated IPR)* 
Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words 

No formal IPR undertaken.  
Rating derived from PSRs. 

3 

The FSSP is found to have largely satisfied its developmental objective (DO).  Though the project was 
hindered by various delays occasioned by factors that could not have been foreseen at the time of 
project kick-off and initial phase, it has managed to streamline its activities and reach out to its target 
beneficiaries outperforming some of its indicators.  The project achieved its stated purpose of helping to 
raise awareness and build capacities on small scale franchising towards the establishment of ethical and 
strong franchise concepts, thereby creating jobs. As well as contributing to the development of the 
private sector through the LOC, which managed to create intended impacts and results to desired 
beneficiaries through loans targeting small sized franchisees and hence job creation.  With the benefit of 
hindsight, certain outcome and output indicators may have been too ambitious; and might have 
benefited from revisiting them half way through the project. TA has been well acquitted and has helped 
to mitigate several identified risks.  Good and appropriate use has been made of specialized 
outsourcing.   
Public awareness of franchising in Egypt has increased through events such as MENA International 
Franchise Exhibition - MIFE (hosted jointly by EFDA and MSMEDA ex SFD), local franchise expos (hosted 
by MSMEDA), the Franchise Egypt Expo (hosted jointly by EJB and MSMEDA ex SFD) and included 
matchmaking meetings between potential franchisees and franchisors, workshops on franchising 
procedures, as well as targeted media coverage.  EFDA has raised profile and boosted franchise-related 
cooperation internationally by joining and hosting the activities of World Franchising Council (WFC)in 
Egypt.  MSMEDA was successful in attracting additional stakeholders (the American Chamber of 
Commerce (Am Cham) and the Egyptian Junior Business Association (EJB), each having a different 
combination of members, and offering different outreach capacity. AM Cham with its Training arm 
targeting service providers and EJB targeting End Beneficiaries (franchisors and Franchisees). 

 
5. Beneficiaries (add rows as needed)1 

 

Actual (A) Planned (B) Progress towards target  
(% realized) (A/B) 

% of women Category (e.g. farmers, students) 

1425 500 170% Women beneficiaries 
accounted for 48% of 

franchise-directed loans 
extended by MSMED & PFI  

Ethical and viable franchise outlets set-up 

20  4 500% Not stated Lawyers trained  

15 4 375% Not stated Accountants trained  

15 4 100% Not stated Consultants trained  

3 3 100% N/A FIs supporting franchising 

5,700 
direct jobs 

created  
 

7,500 76% Unknown: target was 2,625 Job seekers (direct & indirect employment) 

 

                                                           
1 Though some of these Beneficiaries are directly related to the Grant component they are included in LOC RBLF 
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6. Unanticipated or additional outcomes (add rows as needed) 

 

Description Type (e.g. gender, climate 

change, social, other) 
Positive or 
negative 

Impact on project 
(High, Medium, Low) 

MSMEDA, in cooperation with the the Ministry of Supply and Internal 
Trade (represented by the Holding Company for Food Products), have 
fully developed a well-structured franchise concept for the ministry’s 
distribution outlets under the brand name “Gameity” (my coop). This 
initiative was integrated and developed through joined cooperation 
between MSMEDA, the ministry and NBE and resulted into financing 
1403 outlets throughout Egypt. Those outlets were financed through the 
FSSP LOC.     

Other Positive High 

As part of providing capacity building and contributing to addressing the 
constrains limiting the MSMEDA on-lending activities, a franchise process 
mapping has been undertaken within the framework of the Grant. The 
outcome was twofold: the mapping of the current procedures and timing 
the required activities and proposing a shorter work process *   

Other Positive High 

EFDA raised its profile and boosted franchise-related cooperation 
internationally, by joining the World Franchising Council (WFC) and 
hosting its 2018 meetings in Egypt  

Other Positive Medium 

SFD signed a Protocol of Cooperation with the Egyptian Banking 
Institution (EBI) in April 2011.  Though this was not fully activated until 
2014, it has contributed towards institutionalizing franchising within the 
banking sector through including franchising as part of the EBI annual 
curriculum offered to the banks and FIs. It has also resulted, with the 
cooperation of MSMEDA, in conducting a ToT to ensure sustainability of 
the training by trough knowledge transfer to several local trainers and 
the development of training material.     

Other Positive High 

SFD signed an MoU with the Egyptian Junior Business Association (EJB) 
with the objective of increasing awareness of Franchising, delivering 
workshops to potential franchisees and franchisors (total number of 
participants 175), organizing a local franchising exhibition in November 
2014 (total number of attendees 2500, number of exhibitors 250)   

Other Positive High 

 
7. Lessons learned related to effectiveness (add rows as needed) 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target audience 

1. The importance of including a TA component when 
introducing any new concept to the market and the 
importance of ensuring that TA activities (usually 

financed by a Grant component) precede the LoC in 

creating the needed awareness raising and training to 
different stakeholders. 

1. Ensuring that the TA activities are well structured 
and planned.  
2. Ascertaining that the TA activities take the socio-
cultural environment into prospective when 
planning.  
3.Ensuring that the TA activities proceed the LOC 
with sufficient time gap between TA (financed by a 
Grant Component) and the related LOC to ensure 
needed awareness raising within the market and 
capacity building of stakeholders has been achieved. 

1. AfDB 

2. Effectiveness of engaging different stakeholders 
including business association (such as EJB and Am 
Cham) to reach target clients (franchisors and 
franchisees  

3. Engaging business associations has proven 
effective in reaching out to interested beneficiaries 
and creating the needed network roll over effect.  

2. AfDB/MSMEDA/ 
EJB & Am Cham  

3. Using technological tools such as a portal/ platform 
for matchmaking and awareness raising increases the 

4. The development of the Franchise Egypt web 
portal as a matchmaking platform bringing together 

3. AfDB/MSMEDA/.. 
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out-reach of the project. existing and potential franchisors and interested 
franchisees.  

4. Creating linkages between the different stakeholders 
helps in reaching out to the right target beneficiaries 

5. Engaging different stakeholders (PFI, Ministries, 
Business Associations and others) helps creating the 
needed awareness and market outreach 

4. AfDB/MSMEDA/ 
EFDA/EJB/EBI & 
Am Cham 

 
 

 

C  Efficiency 
 

1. Timeliness 
 

Planned project duration – years (A) 
(as per PAR) 

Actual implementation time – years (B) 
(from effectiveness for 1st disb.) 

Ratio of planned and actual 
implementation time (A/B) 

Rating* 

5 years  7 years  0.71  2 

Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

Although the program was approved in February 2009 and the loan agreement was signed on 28 May 2009, however, due to several 
delays, the first tranche of the loan was only disbursed on 11 October 2011.  By that time, the socio-economic and political context 
in Egypt had dramatically changed with the onset of the Arab-Spring uprising in January 2011 and the related economic volatility.  
This has negatively affected the business environment in Egypt over the years (2011-2014).  The MSME sector has also been 
affected, resulting in a slow-down of the sector activities at large. The activities of the FSSP, which has commenced during this 
difficult time, suffered from the prevailing conditions, which impacted local investors and reduced their appetite in expanding their 
business. In addition, the three PFIs contracted were facing difficulties in identifying viable target clients. It is important to state that 
throughout the course of the project, the different hurdles which were identified by the stakeholders, and could be addressed by 
means within the reach of the project were introduced. These included knowledge transfer, training and capacity building activities 
targeting credit and risk officers at PFIs & MSMEDA; increasing sub-loan sizes to accommodate the needs of the clients (especially 
franchisors); and expanding eligibility criteria for lending to cover franchisors wishing to expand their business. In 2015, the 
economic conditions improved with the introduction of the GoE reform programs, and the disbursement of the LOC started to 
improve.  However, the devaluation of the Egyptian pound in end 2016 resulted in doubling the amount available in EGP. Therefore, 
and despite the extension proposed by GoE and approved by AFDB (twice to 2016 and to 2017 respectively) the market absorption 
capacity of the amount was limited in such limited timeframe, particularly due to the novelty of the franchising concept. This may 
indicate for AFDB to consider offering loans in EGP(local Currency).  The current assessment (2018) indicated that the market 
appetite for franchising has improved and PFIs have expressed continues interest in financing franchising clients particularly that 
they currently have a pipeline of franchising projects which will be financed from own resources.  

 
2. Resource use efficiency 

 

Median % physical implementation of 
RLF outputs financed by all financiers 

(A) (see II.B.3) 

Commitment rate (%) (B)  
(See table 1.C – Total commitment rate of all 

financiers) 

Ratio of the median percentage 
physical implementation and 

commitment rate (A/B) 

Rating* 

96%* 86% 1.12 3 

Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

Despite the delays faced by FSSP (affecting both the LOC and the Grant component especially in the early years of implementation 
{2011-2015}, which were largely caused by factors beyond MSMEDA’s control) the project has largely delivered the outputs 
expected targets. At the time of the PCR mission, the main program outputs related to the LOC and the relevant sub-components of 
the FSSP FAFA TA grant have been duly completed. The number of loans provided under the LOC has reached 1425 loans/ 
beneficiaries and three (3) FI were contracted. The number of franchise concepts identified and supported has reached 565 
franchisees.  
However, due to the delays as well as the devaluation of Egyptian Pound which occurred in 2016, the total amount of the LOC could 
not be fully absorbed by the market during the timeframe of the agreement.  
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3. Cost benefit analysis 
 

Economic Rate of Return  
(at appraisal) 

Updated Economic Rate of Return  
(at completion) 

Rating* 

no cost benefit analysis was undertaken at appraisal, due to 
the nature of the intervention (a combined LOC and TA)  

Not applicable. N/A 

Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The nature of the FSSP (with both components TA Grant, which focuses on raising awareness in relation to franchising, knowledge 
transfer on best practices and capacity building, and LOC which is related to on lending , does not lend itself to traditional cost 
benefit analysis, including the application of benchmarks such as economic rate of return (ERR), financial rate of return (FRR), and 
internal rate of return (IRR).  
 

 
4. Implementation Progress (IP) 

 

IP Rating 
(derived from 

updated IPR) * 

Narrative comments (commenting specifically on those IP items that were rated Unsatisfactory or Highly 
Unsatisfactory, as per last IPR). (indicative max length: 500 words) 

3 The delays in the implementation of the FSSP due to social and economic instability in Egypt, leading to a 
contraction in the number of start-up franchise operations and a slow-down in the expected franchise branch 
network expansion as well as difficulty in contracting / retain required project management staff, technical and 
consulting staff particularly international, has impacted in the slow disbursement rate of the LOC. However, the PCR 
has found that FSSP (both Grant and LOC) have largely satisfied their targets. 
The activities implemented under the LOC were aligned with the RLF and, despite delays, managed to achieve 
output short-term targets: which resulted in three FIs contracted, 1425 loans provided, and good quality portfolio 
achieved with < 2% NPL. The capacity of local support stakeholders was raised through several activities undertaken 
under the Grant component and which have directly impacted the LOC disbursement including the training offered 
to PFIs credit and risk officers, the training offered to MSMEDA direct lending and franchising officers and targeted 
training to franchisees and franchisors.  The number of target job opportunities created has reached direct 5700 
jobs.   
The introduction of a standardized, streamlined fully controlled process between MSMEDA and NBE as one of the 
PFI within the framework of the LOC contract to provide financing for the Gameity franchising initiative, has proven 
successful. The introduction of such an “internal system” ensured transparency and full oversight. Certain bottle 
necks related to the time-frame were identified and are currently being addressed, as explain by the responsible 
officers. The introduction a clear financial model implemented for the beneficiaries in this contract also facilitated 
the implementation process.  
Integrating additional bodies (Business Associations and public entities e.g. Ministry of Supply &Internal Trade 
(represented by the Holding Company for Food Products), have fully developed a well-structured franchise concept 
under the brand name “Gameity” (my coop) which has contributed to the implementation of the LOC disbursement 
and outreach of the Franchising concept.   
Another activity, of great importance to both FSSP LOC and grant components was streamlining the internal 
procedures related to the franchising activities (Marketing and Credit) within MSMEDA. This resulted in introducing 
internal restructure within MSMEDA, whereby the Francizing Department was integrated under the Financial 
Services Division (FSD), instead of the Non-Financial Services (NFSD) Division. This has insured that the reporting 
process falls within one internal division.  This change is of utmost importance and could positively impact the on-
lending activities by streamlining activities, reducing layered approvals and shortening the time frame for clients.  
 

 
5. Lessons learned related to efficiency 

 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target audience 

1.The significant impact of awareness raising prior to 
introducing a novel concept and the creating the needed 
awareness among different stakeholders prior to 

1. Awareness raising activities should be introduced 
sufficiently before any LOC to create the needed 
awareness and understanding among stakeholders.  

AFDB 
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introducing a LOC to finance such novel activity.   

2.The importance of integrating the socio-economic 
characteristics of the end-beneficiaries in the design of 
the project and the expected outcomes  

2. Integrating socio-economic charachtaristis in the 
design of the RBL 

AFDB  

3. The importance of introducing a well-structured user-
friendly financial model to facilitate the understanding 
and process of identification, selection and out-reach to 
end-user.   

3. Encouraging the development of a tailored 
financial model to assist in streamlining the 
utilization and disbursement process of the LOC  

ABD, MSMEDA, PFIs 

4. Engaging different stakeholders including business 
association (such as EJB and Am Cham) and others to 
reach target clients (franchisors and franchisees) has 
improved the efficiency of reaching out to required 
target clients    

4. Engaging different stakeholders (Business 
associations, ministries, others) has proven efficient 
in reaching out to interested beneficiaries and 
creating the needed network roll over effect.  

ABD, MSMEDA, 
PFIs, business 

associations, etc… 

5.The impact of the FX changes in USD/EGP rate over 
the timeframe of the loan from EGP8.5 to 17.9 resulted 
in doubling the available lending amount  which was not 
accounted for in the project planning.  

5. Considering offering loans in local currency may 
reduce the impact of FX impact and allow for better 
absorption of the loan.  

AFDB  

 

D  Sustainability 
 

1. Financial sustainability 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 MSMEDA  has taken certain steps to ensure that the project is financially sustainable beyond the closure of the FSSP ; in 
regard to on-lending activities and activities supported by the Grant component.   
In relation to continuous provision of financing for franchising activities, MESMEDA has expressed interest in continuing 
activities in this regard, through the provision of finance from its own resources or through assistance from interested 
developmental agencies in this concept, particularly that the activities undertaken under FSSP (LOC and Grant) have 
managed to create the needed awareness, increased appetite for such type of finance in addition to improved market 
conditions. Availability of additional funding resources (also from AfDB) would defiantly encourage MSMEDA to further 
expand its franchising activities. Also PFIs have express interest in the sector and highlighted the importance of building up 
on the created awareness as a result of the FSSP activities.   
Regarding continuous awareness raising activities, several activities were discussed including engaging different 
stakeholders and building up on the existing MSMEDA activities:   

 MSMEDA will continue to provide training and workshops.  Business advisory and business development services 
(BDS) could be further expanded within the framework of the Non- Financial Services offered by MSMEDA. 
Tailored and advanced training courses and workshops are still needed in the market particularly targeting 
franchisors and franchisees. This could be introduced to the market with partner associations such as the EBI or 
Am Cham.  

 The development of the web portal at MSMEDA represents an important tool to ensure visibility and continuous 
marketing for the concept of franchising.  Nevertheless this tool could be further utilized increasing its outcome if 
ownership is shared with other organizations on profit-sharing basis whereby such organization would be 
responsible for all the activities and MSMEDA would ensure financial return.  

 The existence of well-established financial models within the framework of on-going activities such as “Gameity” 
project will create needed pipeline projects  

 Building up on the awareness raised in the market and its interest in franchising activities which has started paying 
off through identified interest in obtaining the needed finance as mentioned during meetings with PFIs and 
MSMEDA officers. 

 

 
2. Institutional sustainability and strengthening of capacities 

 

Rating* Narrative assessment  (indicative max length: 250 words) 
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3 The project contributed significantly to strengthened institutional capacity within the franchise sector at large and within 
MSMEDA. The project activities have contributed to creating awareness of franchising as a novel concept in the Egyptian 
market and highlighted added value of the concept in providing a lower-risk, lower cost market entry for entrepreneurs 
and MSMEs, particularly as franchisees.  
 
Through the Protocol of Cooperation signed in April 2011 between MSMEDA and the Egyptian Banking Institution (EBI), this 
will ensure that franchise-related training and knowledge transfer to the banking sector as well as private sector investors 
(when needed) continues to be provided in a sustainable manner beyond the life of the grant. In addition the training and 
study tour provided to MSMEDA, PFI credit and risk officers, has positively impacted their capacity to introduce new and 
innovative loan products to finance franchising projects. MSMEDA direct lending department also showed the same 
understanding and interest in this sector (clearly visible through their initiative to innovate in the client evaluation 
processes to fit franchising industry requirements).  
Visits to regional offices (MSMEDA marketing arm and client outreach window) have provided insight to the existence of 
appetite for this type of financing. Also visits to PFI has conveyed the same message and indicated that the awareness 
raising activities are still needed particularly as the market conditions have improved.  
Institutional capacity has been strengthened at the Egyptian Franchise Development Agency (EFDA) through training 
courses as well as study tours and participations in leading Franchising Exhibitions.  These have started paying off through 
well identified pipeline projects that PFIs and have indicated their existence.  
Additional institutions were invited on board including the (the American Chamber of Commerce (Am Cham) and the 
Egyptian Junior Business Association (EJB), each offering different outreach capacity and hence providing different 
activities. AM Cham with its training arm targeting service providers and EJB targeting End Beneficiaries especially young 
entrepreneurs and private sector investors (potential franchisors and Franchisees). 

 
3. Ownership  and sustainability of partnerships 

 

Rating* Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 FSSP has effectively engaged several stakeholders within the framework of the project which has created a sense of 
ownership among them.  These established partnerships have proven sustainable and of added value to the different 
parties. These are deemed sufficient to ensure the sustainability and continuity of the project as well as and proper 
management of project outputs.  MSMEDA has an on-going partnership with the following institutions each having a 
different membership platform and hence different role to assume :  

 Egyptian Franchise Development Association (EFDA). EFDA plays any important role in creating awareness and outreach 
to the concept of franchising as well as ethical implementation of the concept. It provides needed assistance to its 
members however; its membership is confided to existing franchisees and franchisors.  

 The Egyptian Banking Institution (EBI), which provides franchise-related training to bankers.  EBI obtained accreditation 
in April 2009 from the Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Training (ACCET) and is currently the only 
ACCET-accredited financial training institution in Egypt and the surrounding region.  EBI has 39 Member banks, including 
Bank Audi sae [Egypt] (Audi Bank), Industrial Development Bank of Egypt (IDBE), and National Bank of Egypt (NBE).  Audi 
Bank, IDBE and NBE are partner financing institutions (PFIs) of MSMEDA and the FSSP. EBI has already included 
franchising training in its annually offered courses to banks as well as in house trainers capable of delivering the courses. 
EBI could also tailor courses to both SFD credit officers as well as target beneficiaries.  

 MSMEDA has also been cooperating with the Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade (represented by the Holding 
Company for Food Products) and has fully developed a well-structured franchise concept for the ministry’s distribution 
outlets under the brand name “Gameity” (my coop). This initiative was incorporated  and partially financed through 
FSSP LOC  through joined cooperation between MSMEDA, the Ministry and NBE. Its activities are ongoing and 
sustainable.  

 The Egyptian Junior Business Association (EJB) has more than 350 junior business owners. EJB has branches in 
Alexandria, Delta and Port Said and is considered one of the leading junior associations in Egypt focusing on 
entrepreneurship and small business innovation. Their cooperation with MSMEDA has resulted in 8 workshops with over 
170 participants and the Franchise Egypt Expo which had more than 42 Franchisor / exhibiters and 1500 visitors.   

 

 
4. Environmental and social sustainability 

 

Rating* Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 
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N/A The projects/ end beneficiaries financed by the LOC are all categorised as Category 3 projects, meaning that they are not 
expected to induce adverse impacts on the environment. In addition and despite the fact that the activities to be financed 
under the FSSP LOC are not expected to have negative environmental impacts, all sub-loans supported by the program ( 
whether through direct lending or under credit facilities to PFIs) are required to be screened for environmental sensitivity 
before approval. 
In addition, MSMEDA has prepared an Environmental and Social Management Plan and Guidelines Manual (ESGM)  in 2006, 
for the World Bank’s Local Area Development Program.  This provides a standardized screening and assessment approach 
to ensure its interventions comply with international and national environmental and social protection measures.    This 
also applies to sub-projects funded under SFD’s Direct Lending window.  MSMEDA’s Environment and Social Unit is 
responsible for monitoring sub-projects during sub-loan implementation.  MSMEDA will continue to apply environmental 
screening to all affected projects and sub-projects, beyond the closure of the project.   
Furthermore, the project will contribute to social sustainability through increased job creation and net workforce growth.  
It is expected that franchising in Egypt will experience renewed growth because of: (i) a new economic dispensation, which 
focuses on MSMEs (including franchises); (ii) increased awareness of the concept of franchising ; (iii) untapped roll-out 
potential for franchised operations beyond Cairo and Alexandria; and (iv) identified interest and existence of pipeline 
projects among PFIs and MSMEDA direct lending operations.  

 
5. Lessons learned related to sustainability 

 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target audience 

1.The significant impact of awareness raising and sense 
of ownership among different stakeholders ensures the 
continuity of the project.   

1. Awareness raising activities are an integral part in 
introducing any novel concept.  
2. Creating a sense of ownership and understanding 
among stakeholders ensures the sustainability of 
the project.  

AfDB, MSMEDA, 
different 

stakeholders 

2. Involving different stakeholders including business 
association (such as EJB and Am Cham) and others 
(Ministry of Supply and Trade has created a continuous 
stream of target clients (franchisors and franchisees) 
and increased market awareness.  

3. Engaging different stakeholders (Business 
associations, ministries, others) has proven efficient 
in reaching out to interested beneficiaries and 
creating the needed network roll over effect.  

ABD, MSMEDA, 
PFIs, business 

associations, etc… 

 

 III  Performance of stakeholders 
  

1. Bank performance 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment by the Borrower on the Bank’s performance, as well as any other aspects of the project  
(both quantitative and qualitative). See guidance note on issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 MSMEDA felt that generally, AfDB had performed well on the project.  AfDB was consulted widely during project 
preparation, and held detailed discussions with key stakeholders, including MSMEDA and EFDA.  The project’s 
development objective and the program design and delivery were relevant, well-timed, and benefited intended recipients.  
Dialogue between AfDB and MSMEDA has been good, and AfDB has a thorough institutional knowledge of MSMEDA 
activities and operations. Having said that: KPIs were not revisited since the project was designed, in 2008.  The AfDB is 
encouraged to revisit and, where appropriate, update KPIs and other benchmarks, once a project is operational particularly 
in cases where severe market changes have occurred such as in the case of Egypt during the implementation of the FSSP.  
Project supervision missions and mid-term reviews may afford scope to review such matters.   
AfDB has conducted regular, high-quality and continuous supervision missions.  AfDB’s procurement processes 
implemented, particularly in relation to the Grant component follow a transparent system.  Delegation of authority to 
country level offices had been a challenge historically, but AfDB’s current decentralization programme and improved 
resources within EGFO have led to an improvement.  AfDB has generally provided timely responses to requests, although 
there have been occasions when the layered approval system requiring that the AfDB provide statements of "No-
Objection" to expenditures and other major decisions have resulted in certain delays.   

Comments to be inserted by the Bank on its own performance (both quantitative and qualitative). See guidance note on issues to 
cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

For completion by AfDB 
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Key issues (related to Bank performance, max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned 

1. Continuous discussion dialogue between AfDB and MSMEDA is 
of great importance to the success and achievement of projects’ 
DO.  

1. Ensure continuous discussions and communication among 
AfDB and MSMEDA (as a beneficiary) contributes to the success 
and achievements of planned project objectives.  

2. the importance of updating and revisiting of KPIs once projects 
are underway. 

2. KPIs are usually developed prior to the approval and 
implementation of projects.  Revisiting them during 
implementation insures that any impact of market changes is 
taken into consideration during implementation. It is 
recommended that KPIs should be revisited regularly once 
projects are operational, to ensure their continued relevance.  
This could be incorporated into regular Project Supervision 
Reports and Mid-Term Reviews. 

 
2. Borrower performance 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment on the Borrower performance to be inserted by the Bank (both quantitative and qualitative, 
depending on available information). See guidance note. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

 For completion by AfDB 

Key issues (related to Borrower performance, max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned 

1.  1.  

 
3. Performance of other stakeholders 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment on the performance of other stakeholders, including co-financiers, contractors and service 
providers. See guidance note on issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 FSSP stakeholders have generally performed well.  As was evident during the preparation of the PCR, FSSP has expanded its 
outreach by including several additional stakeholders in addition to those identified in the PAR & RLF (EFDA, PFIs, lawyers, 
accountants). These stakeholders include other institutions in addition to EFDA who could play an active role in the future, 
namely EBI, Am Cham and EJB.   
The relationship between MSMEDA and the selected PFIs is well structured and clearly formulated. The selection process 
of the three selected PFIs was transparent and the set criteria were clear and justifiable. The communication was timely 
and reporting requirements were duly fulfilled.  
The relationship between EFDA and MSMEDA is well structured and shows great understanding of both institutions to their 
roles and activities. EFDA would however be encouraged to play a bigger role in creating awareness of franchising among 
small sized enterprises and start-ups. Also, knowledge sharing from its side to other business associations would create 
awareness and achieve the needed cultural change in Egypt. 
The established relationship between MSMEDA, Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade (represented by the Holding 
Company for Food Products), and NBE which has resulted in the development of a well-structured franchise concept for 
the ministry’s distribution outlets under the brand name “Gameity” (my coop), can be replicated for other models and with 
different stakeholders.  The sustainability of such activity is encouraging to look further into similar concepts.   
The role played by EBI in providing tailored training courses to credit and risk employees within banks (both PFI and 
MSMEDA staff) was highly satisfactory. Furthermore, listing franchising courses as part of the curriculum offered annually 
to banks increased outreach and knowledge sharing within the finical sector. 
Cooperation with other business associations such as the AmCham and EJB assisted in rolling out the franchising concept 
among a wider audience of business owners. Through the AmCham several activities were introduced through its training 
arm targeting service providers such as lawyers and accountants, who provide an important stakeholder / contributor to 
franchise sector. As for EJB, their contribution was mainly in awareness raising activities. They have managed to conduct 8 
workshops targeting End Beneficiaries especially young entrepreneurs and private sector investors (potential franchisors 
and Franchisees) and organize the Franchise Egypt exhibition targeting entrepreneurs and young investors interested in the 
franchise concept/ sector.  
Though the PFIs performance in relation to the LOC is not according to expectations, meetings with the different PFI 
indicated their continuous interest in the franchising activities. They all agreed that prevailing market conditions during the 
kick off and the role-out of the project has negatively impacted the disbursement rate. In addition, the devaluation of the 
Egyptian Pound has resulted in doubling the available funds for on-lending within limited time-frame. In addition, the 
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market is still in need of further specialized awareness in specific area such as the franchisor/ franchisee relationship, the 
development of dedicated financial models and further capacity building within financial institutions.   
 

Key issues (related to performance of 

other stakeholders, max 5, add rows as 
needed) 

Lessons learned (max 5) Target audience (for 

lessons learned) 

1. Engaging different business 
association (such as EFDA, EJB and 
Am Cham) would increase outreach 
and create roll out effect within the 
community. 

1. Engaging different business associations has proven vital in 
reaching out to interested beneficiaries and creating the needed 
network roll over effect. As well as engaging service providers and 
crating required momentum.  

1. AfDB/MSMEDA/EJB 
and Am Cham  

2. The relationship between 
MSMEDA, Ministry of Supply and 
Internal Trade and NBE (PFI) and 
the development of a financial 
model to streamline activities is 
example of that can be replicated  

2. The cooperation between different stakeholders and the 
development of a well-structured franchise concept, can be 
replicated for other models and with different stakeholders.  The 
sustainability of such activity is encouraging to look further into 
similar concepts.   
 

 

 

 IV  Summary of key lessons learned and recommendations 
  

1. Key lessons learned 
 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Key lessons learned Target audience 

1. Updating of KPIs halfway through the project to 
ensure relevance and applicability to prevailing market 
conditions. 

1. KPIs for the FSSP were initially developed in 2008.  
KPIs have not been revisited since the project was 
implemented; notwithstanding the passage of 
approximately 6 years and considerable change 
occurring in the market.  It is recommended that 
KPIs should be revisited regularly once projects are 
operational, to ensure their continued relevance.  
This could be incorporated into regular Project 
Supervision Reports and Mid-Term Reviews. 

1. AfDB, MSMEDA 

2- The FSSP was originally designed to introduce the 
Grant component prior to LOC but due to unforeseen 
delays in approvals both were introduced at the same 
time. This has resulted in delays in creating the needed 
market awareness and building up market awareness 
and PFI knowhow, which impacted the PFIs 
understanding of the concept and the market awareness 
of such novel concept and hence absorption capacity.   

2. Introducing the Grant prior to the LOC would 
ensure creating needed market awareness, 
knowledge transfer among PFI and building up 
understanding among target beneficiaries.      

2. AfDB/MESMEDA, 
PFIs   

3. Effectiveness of engaging different stakeholders 
including business association (such as EJB and Am 
Cham) to reach target clients (franchisors and 
franchisees  

3. Engaging business associations has proven 
effective in reaching out to interested beneficiaries 
and creating the needed network roll over effect.  

2. AfDB/MSMEDA/ 
EFDA, EJB & Am 
Cham  

 
2. Key recommendations (with particular emphasis on ensuring sustainability of project benefits) 
 

Key issue (max 10, add rows as needed) Key recommendation Responsible Deadline 

1.The importance of integrating the socio-economic 
characteristics of the end-beneficiaries in the design of 
projects and the expected outcomes  

1. Integrating socio-economic 
charachtaristis in the design of projects’ 
RBL to ensure continuity and 
sustainability. 

AfDB   

2. The importance of including a Technical Assistance 2. Ensuring that the TA activities are AfDB   
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component when introducing any new concept to the 
market. This will insure the proper transfer of 
knowledge and awareness raising within the market   

well structured and planned.  
3. Ascertaining that the TA activities 
take the socio-cultural environment into 
prospective when planning.  
 

3. Structuring any program which includes TA 
component addressed to awareness raising of new 
concepts that these are implemented prior to the 
implementation of any LoC to ensure creating the 
needed awareness raising and training of the different 
stakeholders. 

4. Ensuring that the TA activities 
proceed the LOC with enough time gap 
between TA (financed by a Grant 
Component) and the related LOC to 
ensure needed awareness raising within 
the market and knowledge transfer and 
capacity building of stakeholders has 
been achieved 

AfDB   

3. The impact of creating a financial module when 
introducing a LOC can contribute to streamline 
procedures and expedite the disbursement process.   

4. MSMEDA to ensure streamline 
internal procedures and coordinating 
internal activities within different 
departments to ensure achieving 
maximum outreach to target clients 

MSMEDA  

4. The cooperation between different stakeholders and 
the development of a well-structured franchise concept, 
can be replicated for other models and with different 
stakeholders.   
 

5. The importance of building up on the 
created cooperation and structure 
achieved within the framework of the 
FSSP. The sustainability of such activity 
is encouraging to look further into 
similar concepts.   

AfDB, MSMEDA  

5. Lack of specific laws governing distribution and 
franchising agreements in Egypt.  These activities are 
governed by the general provisions of the Egyptian Civil 
Code and the Commercial Code. 

6. AFDB/MSMEDA to spearhead this 
activity by engaging with responsible 
Ministries and others involved in judicial 
process stakeholders in Egypt in 
consultation to have relevant legislation 
enacted. 

AfDB, MSMEDA  

6. Building up on the created effect/ momentum on the 
project successes and awareness raising within the 
market (Market awareness, workshops and training 
courses, study tour)  

7. Continue cooperation with different 
stakeholder to ensure continuity and 
sustainability of the franchising related 
activities and maintain momentum 
created in the market.  
 

AfDB/ MSMEDA / 
EBI/ EJB / Am Cham, 
others 

  

 

 V  Overall PCR rating 
 

Dimensions and criteria Rating* 

DIMENSION A: RELEVANCE  

Relevance of project development objective (II.A.1) 3 

Relevance of project design (II.A.2) 3 

DIMENSION B: EFFECTIVENESS  

Development Objective (DO) (II.B.4) 3 

DIMENSION C: EFFICIENCY  

Timeliness (II.C.1) 2 

Resource use efficiency (II.C.2) 3 

Cost-benefit analysis (II.C.3) N/A 

Implementation Progress (IP) (II.C.4) 3 

DIMENSION D: SUSTAINABILITY  
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Financial sustainability (II.D.1) 3 

Institutional sustainability and strengthening of capacities (II.D.2) 3 

Ownership and sustainability of partnerships (II.D.3) 3 

Environmental and social sustainability (II.D.4) N/A 

AVERAGE OF THE DIMENSION RATINGS 3 

OVERALL PROJECT COMPLETION RATING (S) 
 

 VI  Acronyms and abbreviations 
 

Acronym (add rows as needed) Full name 

AfDB 
AmCham 
Audi Bank 
BDS 
CIB 
CRCICA 
CSP 
DO/’s 
EBI 
EEAA 
EFDA 
EGP 
EJB 
EPSA 
ESAP 
ESGM 
ERR 
FMF 
FRR 
IPR 
IRR 
FAPA 
FSSP 
IDBE 
LOC 
MSME/s 
MSMEDA 
N/A 
NBE 
PCR 
PFI/s 
PSD 
RBLF / RLF 
SEDO 
SFD 
SME/s 
TA 
USD 
 

African Development Bank 
American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt 
Bank Audi sae (Egypt) 
Business Development Service 
Commercial International Bank 
Cairo Regional Centre for International Commercial Arbitration 
Country Strategy Paper 
Development Outcome/s 
Egyptian Banking Institute 
Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency 
Egyptian Franchise Development Association 
Egyptian Pound 
Egyptian Junior Business Association  
Enhanced Private Sector Assistance for Africa 
Environmental and Social Assessment Procedures 
Environmental and Social Management Plan and Guidelines Manual 
Economic Rate of Return 
Fédération Marocaine de la Franchise 
Financial Rate of Return 
Implementation Progress and Results Report 
Internal Rate of Return 
Fund for African Private Sector Assistance 
[Egypt] Franchising Sector Support Programme 
Industrial Development & Workers’ Bank of Egypt 
Line of Credit 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise/s 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise Development Agency  
Not Applicable 
National Bank of Egypt 
Project Completion Report 
Partner Financing Institution/s 
Private Sector Development 
Results-Based Log frame Matrix 
Small Enterprise Development Organization (within SFD) 
[Egypt] Social Fund for Development 
Small and Medium Enterprise/s 
Technical Assistance 
United States Dollar 

 
Required attachment: Updated Implementation Progress and Results Report (IPR)– the date should be the same as the PCR mission. 


